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I n v e s t i g a t i n g t h e E u r o p e a n m a r k e t o f c r o s s - b o r d e r L T L s h i p m e n t s

1 INVESTIGATING THE
EUROPEAN MARKET
OF CROSS-BORDER
LTL SHIPMENTS
Most often, market overviews are based on domestic, inbound or outbound goods transportation from a country perspective, as these tonnage volumes represent the highest share
of the total macroeconomic goods flows. Cross-border and transit tonnage are not equally
considered to be of high relevance resp. interest. Transit tonnages that do not go in or out
of the particular country are either not taken into account at all or are only considered as
part of a total tonnage resulting in a small share. Additionally, market studies with a broader
geographic scope are mostly less detailed. Specific insights on countries, types of goods or
trade lanes are often not addressed at all. These two aspects have led to conduct this market
analysis on international cross-border »less-than-truckload« (LTL) shipments differentiated by
countries resp. regions, industries and trade lanes in Europe.

In this context, the following questions were
aimed to be answered:
What market potential in tonnes are moved by the
»less-than-truckload« markets in Europe?
Which international trade lanes have the largest
potential LTL volumes?
How can these potentials be subdivided according
to industry sectors?
How does the probability for back loads per trade
lane in total and according to specific industry
sectors look like?
In which extent do European networks
for LTL shipments exist?
Which companies and locations really provide the
backbone (location and assets) in this market?
How does the competition for LTL services
in E urope look like?
Which trends drive this market?

4

In first place, a common understanding of »lessthan-truckload« has to be defined. Along the market
analysis in the context of the »Top 100« studies of
the Fraunhofer SCS, which is the basis for this survey,
it was obvious that there is a different understanding
of LTL and groupage especially in Germany compared
to the other main markets France, Italy and Spain (in
the UK, the definition is quite similar to the German).
This has led to continuous discussions on how to demarcate and compare this market segment.
With a clear definition and limitation of the market,
it is as consequence possible to quantify the potentials
on specific trade lanes and of industry clusters as well
as to describe the competitive situation.

Research Method: Data gathering, Model building and Online Survey combination

2 R
 ESEARCH METHOD:
DATA GATHERING, MODEL
BUILDING AND ONLINE
SURVEY COMBINATION
The conducted research aimed at collecting data and facts on »Less-than-truckload« (LTL)
networks in Europe from a supply as well as from the demand side perspective. Data and
observations were gathered using different qualitative and quantitative methods.

I.

Market definition

Market definition of »Less-than-truckload«
networks and understanding of the study

II. Statistical goods flow assessment – derivation
of tonnage potentials for LTL networks
III. LTL network locations database – Data collection
and building of LTL networks database on
operative locations (sales agencies excluded)

Statistical flow of goods

Online
Survey

Less than truckload networks
assessment

Exchange
with
experts

IV. Trade lane assessment – Data collection on
trade lanes regarding distance measures,
crossed countries and infrastructure quality
V. Online survey among logistics service
providers (LTL focus) in Europe

Trade lane assessment

VI. Exchange with experts from cooperations/
networks and logistics service providers in the
business field of LTL transportation in Europe

Present study
Figure 1: Research process of the present study
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T h e E u r o p e a n L T L s e r v i c e p r o v i d e r s – r e s u l t s o f t h e o n li n e s u r v e y

3 THE EUROPEAN LTL
S
 ERVICE PROVIDERS –
R
 ESULTS OF THE
O
 NLINE SURVEY
The participants could be assigned to the four
geographic clusters »Central«, »West«, »East« and
»Nordic« with most of the respondents being from
»East« of Europe (see pie chart). These regional clusters were not only built to describe the sample but to
be able to differentiate these subsamples in regard to
regional aspects.1

Where possible, due to sample size and consideration as relevant, the responses are discussed according these geographic clusters.

Survey participants per region

Nordic:

West; 16%
Central;
27%

Denmark, Finland, Sweden,
Estonia and Lithuania
(no respondents from Norway or Latvia)

Central:
Germany, Austria and Italy
(no respondents from Switzerland)

Nordic;
16%

West:
BeNeLux, Belgium, the Netherlands,
UK, Ireland, France and Portugal
(no respondents from Spain or Luxembourg)
East; 41%

East:
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Greece,
Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia
and Russia

n=81

Figure 2: Geographical origin of respondents

1

6

Survey
Participants
 ote on the sample sizes: Unfortunately, the sample sizes
N
for these clusters or subsamples are not in every question
sufficient for meaningful interpretation.

T h e E u r o p e a n L T L s e r v i c e p r o v i d e r s – r e s u l t s o f t h e o n li n e s u r v e y

The pie chart below shows the size of the companies
in regard to the »number of employees«. Only 1% of
the respondents represent the smallest company size
from 1 to 9 employees. The biggest company category of more than 500 employees is represented with
13% of respondents. The major share of participating
companies are of the size ranging from 50 to 199
employees.

Conclusion on the type of LTL service providers
described by the online survey data:

Company size - employees

LTL services naturally are the most relevant type of
logistics service for the gathered sample and are mostly
combined with FTL services. Where service providers
are more diversified, they offer warehousing or contract logistics services, as well. Of minor importance
are connections to specialised transports, bulk or CEP
services. Surprisingly, LTL and CEP services are only
rarely mixed, even though these business models compete in the low weight segment. As stated, this can be
explained with the totally different processes of these
two logistics segments.

more than
500
13%

1-9
1%
10-49
21%

200-499
24%

50-199
41%

The LTL service providers are mainly road-based
uni-modal service providers. It is not surprising that
other transport modes do not turn out to be of similar
relevance as road. Consequently, road is the backbone
infrastructure for all LTL services.

The industry sectors that LTL service providers work
for are very widely spread. »Food« turns out to be
the industry sector with the highest concentration of
specialised service providers. However, logistics companies also offer services for the segments »food«
and »chemicals/pharmaceuticals« in combination with
other segments. Consequently, they are in general
well-diversified.

n=80
Figure 3: Employees per company

The average size of the participating companies
regarding their revenues is 70.3 million € per year
(n=67). For »Nordic« and »East«, the revenue figures
turned out to be lower, with larger companies belonging to the »West« and »Central« clusters (see
geographical clusters).

Company size
7

I n d u s t r y s e c t o r p r o f il e s

4 INDUSTRY SECTOR
PROFILES

This chapter analyses five different industrial clusters, which are particularly relevant LTL transportation markets. The assessment encompasses insights in the structure of the economic
sectors in Europe, the most important manufacturers demanding logistics services in the field
of LTL network transportation, specific requirements of LTL services and particular challenges
for logistics service providers. The quantitative section provides inbound and outbound tonnage volumes per cluster for eleven European countries / regions.

Abbildung Einführung Branchenprofile

Need for independent
LTL network

Tracking & Tracing

Theft protection

Temperature control /
Frost protection

Hazardous goods

Highly sensitive goods
handling necessary

The total import and export tonnages of the manu
facturing industry traded between the 28 countries
assessed in Europe in the survey comes to more than
1,125 million tons. The five selected industrial clusters
combine almost 960 million tons (across all types of logistics market segments) of the total volume representing a share of around 85% of the total cross border
volume. As not all products are equally manageable as
LTL freight, only a part of the total volume is regarded
as LTL potential. This corresponds to just above 9%
of the volume generated by LTL related industries and
comes to about 89 million tons in absolute terms.

As the different industry sectors implicate various
product-specific requirements in terms of handling
and know-how, the special characteristics and associated demands on the responsible logistics service
provider are briefly explained in the respective industry
sector profile. An overview of the sectors’ requirements
offers also the following table.

Certificates & Standards

The regarded industrial clusters cover the Chemical
and Pharmaceutical Industry, Electronic Devices, the
Food Industry and the sector General Industrial Goods.
The cluster Other Industries completes the market assessments with a summary of further relevant goods
flows which can be processed by LTL transportation but
are not attributable to the four other sectors.

Chemical and
Pharmaceutical

•••

•

••

•

••

•••

••

Food

••• ••• •••

Electronic Devices

••

Industrial Goods

•

Industrial Cluster

••• •••
•

•

•••: high relevance
••: partly relevant
•: general relevance

Figure 4: Special handling or processual needs of
goods categories
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Gesamt
Import

Export

Import volumes

Export volumes

in thousand tons

in thousand tons

x ≤ 1,250

x ≤ 1,250

1,250 < x ≤ 2,500

1,250 < x ≤ 2,500

2,500 < x ≤ 5,000

2,500 < x ≤ 5,000

5,000 < x ≤ 10,000

5,000 < x ≤ 10,000

x > 10,000

x > 10,000

Figure 5: LTL potential in tonnes per year – imports
Source: Fraunhofer SCS (values from 2013)
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The different product groups covered by the indus
try clusters also bear challenges for the operating
logistics service providers. Besides some logistics service
providers operating LTL networks for general goods,
which are packaged and palletised in a conventional
manner, also other market players can be relevant that
do not originate from the classical LTL market and use
specified networks for the various industrial segments.
Moreover, it is analysed which products of the regarded cluster show specific handling requirements.
Completing the industry sector profiles, the top
trade lanes are illustrated including the potential LTL
tonnage as well as the corresponding back load probability and volume. For each cluster, the total number
of cross-border trade lanes within the regional scope
Europe amounts to 756 (28 exporting multiplied by 27

10

importing countries) and the datasets enable multiple
analyses that are not exhausted by the present study.
The top trade lanes represent 20 of this each, which
makes up a small share of about 2.6%. In contrast to
this, however, the share of the potential LTL tonnage
transported on these 20 trade lanes reaches values
of 46.3% for the Food Industry, 46.6% for the cluster Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry, 44.2% for
the cluster General Industrial Goods, 37.7% for the
cluster Electronic Devices and 39.2% for the segment
Other Industries. These numbers underline the high
importance of the most important trade lanes in each
industrial cluster regarding cross-border LTL flows in
Europe. Moreover, this section also shows data on distances, the necessary travel time and the evaluation of
the infrastructure conditions based on results of World
Banks’ Logistics Performance Index 2014.

I n d u s t r y s e c t o r p r o f il e s

cLuster: other IndustrIes

cLuster: other IndustrIes

CLUSTER:
OTHER INDUSTRIES
Other_Charts
Overview
Other_Charts Overview
OVERVIEW
Revenue
Revenue in
in billion
billion €€
987
987
831
831

880
880

956
956

DEMAND FOR LOGISTICS SERVICES – TOP MANUFACTURERS IN EUROPE

Number
Number of
of companies
companiesRevenue
in
in
Revenue
Revenue
per
per employee
employee
in
in of companies in
in billion
€
Number
thousand
thousand
thousand
thousand €€
thousand
946
946

685
685

685
685

987
673
673 671
671
831

637
637

880

956

1,819
1,819
946 1,691
1,691
685 1,671
685
1,671

1,399
1,399 1,368
1,368

637

673

671

Regarding the generated revenues in 2013, Bosch is the
Revenue
per employee
in of this segment in the European marlargest
manufacturer
thousand
€ than € 25.3 billion. The company’s activities
ket
with more
cover the business areas mobility solutions, consumer goods,
1,819
1,691 technology
industrial
1,671and energy & building technology.
Continental is ranked in second position with revenues of
1,399 1,368
approximately € 18.0 billion. The German automotive supplier is mainly divided into the automotive and rubber segment
whereas the automotive sub-area generates around 60% of
the revenues. Inditex is one of the largest fashion retailers
worldwide and achieved a revenue of approximately € 11.0
billion in 2013. Two thirds of the Spanish company’s reve2008 2009
2011 2012
nues2010
are generated
on the European market. As this cluster

is a mixture of different economic sectors, various companies
with different origins are covered by this top list. Most of the
listed companies belong to the automotive sector followed
by the packaging and paper industry. Moreover, the cluster is
dominated by European companies. With five out of fifteen,
German companies have the strongest presence including
the Bosch Group, Continental, ZF Friedrichshafen, Schaeffler
and adidas. With Magna International, Johnson Controls and
TRW Automotive also Canadian and US-American companies belong to important market players in this cluster. The
packaging and paper industry is mainly represented by the
Finnish companies Stora Enso and UPM-Kymmene and the
Irish Smurfit Kappa Group.

Other_Ranking Manufacturers

2008
2008 2009
2009 2010
2010 2011
2011
2012
2008 2009
2009 2010
2010 2011
2011
2012
2008 2012
2009 2010 2011 2012
2008 2012
2009 2010 2008
2011
2012

2008 2009
2009 2010
2010 2011
2011 2012
2012
2008

Source: Eurostat statistics - Annual detailed enterprise statistics for industry

Share of cluster-revenue in Manufacturing Industry

Chemical
Chemical // Pharmaceutical
Pharmaceutical
Industrial
Industrial Goods
Goods
Electronic
Electronic Devices
Devices
Other
Other
Not
Not relevant
relevant for
for Groupage
Groupage // LTL
LTL

16.2
33.4
9.2

24.8
13.1

DQ

Revenue
2013
in Europe
in m€

Employees
2013
in Europe

1

ROBERT BOSCH

***

25,355

174,394

Power & Gardening Tools, Sensor Systems,
Plant Construction, Safety Systems

2

CONTINENTAL

***

17,999

104,880

Automotive Supplier: Chassis / Gear Systems,
Electronics, Brake Linings, Interior Design

3

INDITEX

***

11,038

n/a

4

CNH INDUSTRIAL

***

10,823

41,961

5

MAGNA INTERNATIONAL

***

10,692

45,475

6

JOHNSON CONTROLS

***

10,657

n/a

Automotive Supplier: Seating Systems,
Interior Systems, Battery Technology

7

ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN

***

9,827

n/a

Automotive Supplier: Electronics, Clutches,
Drive Technology, Chassis & Steering Systems

8

FAURECIA

***

9,701

55,053

Automotive Supplier: Seating Systems,
Interior Design, Exteriors, Emission Control

9

STORA ENSO

***

7,955

14,552

Packaging,
cLuste
r : oPaper
t hProducts,
er IndustrIes

Rank

The textile industry, automotive supply, construction supply,
Share
Share of
of cluster-revenue
cluster-revenue in
in Manufacturing
Manufacturing Industry
Industry
agriculture supply and the printing and paper industry are
consolidated in the category Other Industries. In 2012, the
whole cluster generated revenues of around € 946 billion,
which amounts to approximately 16.2
13% of the total manu16.2
facturing revenues in Europe. The highest share of the revenues account
for automotive supply with more than 20%.
33.4
33.4
Germany with a share of almost one quarter, Italy with 18%
9.2
9.2
and France with approximately 10% are the largest national
markets regarding sales in 2012. The 670,000 companies of
this sector offer employment to almost 6.5 million people.
The majority of these companies with around 75% belong
to the small category with less than ten employees, where24.8
24.8
as the revenues of this segment amounts
to only 10%. In
comparison, larger
companies with more than 50 employees
13.1
13.1
3.3
3.3
represent only 3% of the operating companies in this cluster,
but generate more than 60% of the industry’s revenues.
Accordingly, thisFood
sector is highly concentrated.
Food

3.3

Food

c Chemical
L u s t e/ Pharmaceutical
r: other IndustrIes
Industrial Goods
Electronic Devices
Other
Not relevant for Groupage / LTL

SECTOR-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
The cluster Other Industries contains industries that are not
Intermediate Bulk Containers. Also, a permission for dealing
covered
by the
with
dangerous
©
©
Fraunhofer
Fraunhofer
IIS
IIS four previous profiled more homogeneous
©
Fraunhofer
IIS goods could be necessary here. Products
sectors. Nevertheless, further industries that hold numerable
from the textile industry have to be packed properly since
the transportation of hanging garments is not part of this
LTL potentials are included in this group. Different handling
market segment. Regarding LTL services in the automotive
for the various commodity groups is obvious: refined petroImport
volumes
leum products are hazardous goods and therefore
need
dedsupplier industry, the time of delivery is the most crucial
icated warehouses, packages and transport in
equipment
thousandlike
tons factor as well as offering special services.

Company

Agricultural & Construction Equipment,
Commercial Vehicles
Automotive Supplier: Chassis / Gear / Drive
Systems, Interior Design, Electronics, Seats

Wood-based Products, Biomaterials

Paper Products, Forest Services, Timber Products,
Biochemicals, Biofuels

UPM-KYMMENE

***

6,631

16,440

SCHAEFFLER

***

6,226

52,746

Automotive Supplier: Magnetic Bearing &
Coupling Systems, Transmission Components

12

SMURFIT KAPPA Group

***

5,967

27,289

Packaging, Paper Products, Forestry,
Recycling

13

ADIDAS

***

5,652

28,408

Textiles, Fashion, Sporting Goods

14

TRW Automotive

***

5,192

n/a

15

VALEO

***

5,150

35,078

Export volumes
in thousand tons

Automotive Supplier: Control & Steering
Systems, Drive Technology, Spare Parts
Automotive Supplier: Comfort and Driving
Assistance, Thermal & Visibility Systems

Sources: Fraunhofer SCS Research, Annual Reports 2013

x ≤ 250
250 < x ≤ 500

600 < x ≤ 1,200
x > 1,800

Textiles, Fashion
EMEA

11

300 < x ≤ 600
1,200 < x ≤ 1,800

Product portfolio (i.a.)

10

*** company information / annual reports
** third party sources
*
estimation

x ≤ 300

66

Annotations

CLUSTER: OTHER INDUSTRIES

© Fraunhofer IIS

500 < x ≤ 750

CLUSTER: OTHER INDUSTRIES

750 < x ≤ 1,500

67

x > 1,500

Source: Fraunhofer SCS Research (values from 2013)

Source: Fraunhofer SCS Research (values from 2013)

IMPORT AND EXPORT VOLUMES
As in every industrial cluster considered in this study, Germany
is also in the segment Other Industries the largest importing
and exporting country in Europe regarding potential LTL volumes. This economic sector contains many different product
categories. The most important are the textile industry, paper
products as well as structural metal products including the
automotive supplier industry (parts and accessories for motor
vehicles). Germany, as one of the largest car producers in
the world, has a large demand for parts and accessories for
motor vehicles. Therefore, this product category represents
almost 30% of potential import flows in this cluster. Paper
products represent the second largest group covering 24%
of inbound shipments. German exports in this segment
amount to more than 5.3 million tons and show a similar

c inbound
L u s t etransports.
r : o t hAlso
e r aI n d u s t r I e s
L u s t epart
r : of
o this
t hcluster,
er IndustrIes
for ocean freight imports to Europe should be kept in mind
ply industry, which is also ancimportant
structure in sub-categories as
since these could also result in overestimated LTL tonnages.
has completely different requirements for logistics service
very large share of automotive parts and accessories can
providers. Since the vehicle production is often based on
be found in potential LTL flows originating in France (38%),
sophisticated methods like just-in-time or just-in-sequence,
Spain (35%), Italy (35%) and Poland (33%). Dutch exports
PRODUCT GROUPS AND CHALLENGES FOR LSPS
logistics companies have to offer reliable and high-quality
are dominated by refined petroleum products representing
services. It has to be considered that LTL services in the auto21%, paper and paperboard amounting to 16% as well as
motive industry do not cover the whole production process,
According to the NACE classification, which is the fundament
wearing apparels having a share of 14%. Next to automobut mostly the supply side. In this industrial cluster, nearly
for the industrial segments surveyed in this study, the clustive parts, Belgium also shows a high export rate of 16% in
ter Other Industries covers a large area and many different
all logistics companies with an adequate LTL network are
refined petroleum products. Similar to the cluster Chemical
commodity groups. Shipments containing textile products
competitors.
and Pharmaceutical Industry, it has to be considered that
often have to be delivered to shops located in city centers
Belgium and the Netherlands are hot spots for the European
or shopping malls. The very last meters of these consignChemical and Mineral Oil Industry. Therefore the detected
1,049 values might overestimate the true potential for LTL
mentsthe
areNetheroften inaccessible for trucks. Sometimes, special
tonnage
The potential flows between
equipment
like forklifts is necessary. The automotive supshipments of these two countries. Also their part as gateway
lands and Germany within
the cluster
Within the cluster General Industrial
0.55
Other Industries amount to more than
Goods, the potential volume from Italy
Distance:
Distance:
to Germany, which amounts to about
one million tons. The probability of back•l• / 662 km / 1,091 km
66 km / 1,520 km / 2,589 km
loads with only 0.55 is quite low. The
415 thousand tons, is dominated by the
1.81
goods flows to Germany are dominated
automotive supply industry accounting for
Time: •l• / 11 h / 18 h
Time: 1 h / 25 h / 43 h
by wearing apparels withCLUSTER:
a share of more
more than 42%. Vice
CLUSTER: OTHER INDUSTRIES
OTHER INDUSTRIES
69versa, pulp, paper
579
Infrastructure: +
Infrastructure: + / o
than 20%. The other way round shows a
and paperboards obtain a share in LTL
similar structure.
flows of more than 35%.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE LANES

68

NL - DE

449

DE - FR

1.38

Distance:

0.72
619

•l• / 1,059 km / 2,087 km
Time: •l• / 18 h / 35 h
Infrastructure: + / o

596

DE -PL

0.96

Distance:

1.04
571

•l• / 568 km / 1,702 km
Time: •l• / 10 h / 28 h
Infrastructure: o

DE - AT
488

Distance:

0.92

•l• / 674 km / 1,317 km
Time: •l• / 11 h / 22 h

1.09

Infrastructure: + / o

449

408

CZ - DE

1.19

Distance:
•l• / 345 km / 1,180 km

0.84

Time: •l• / 6 h / 20 h

485

Infrastructure: + / o

IT - DE

Both directions of this trade lane show
the highest share in the product group
parts and accessories for motor vehicles
as well as pulp, paper and paperboard.
From Germany to France, these product
groups amount to 50%, vice versa their
proportion is more than 60%. In sum, the
trade lane has imbalances with a domination from France.

DE - UK

Comparing all relations of the cluster
Other Industries, the trade lane between
Germany and Poland shows the most
balanced flows of goods. The back load
probability of both directions is nearly
100%. Also on this trade lane, parts and
accessories play an important role with a
share of 26% (DE to PL) respectively 38%
(PL to DE).

SE - DE

Both from Germany to Austria and backwards, the potential LTL flows within the
cluster Other Industries are dominated by
the two goods categories pulp, paper and
paperboard as well as parts and accessories for motor vehicles. These two groups
cover 39% (DE to AT) respectively 54%
(AT to DE) of total LTL shipments.

The potential LTL flows between the
Czech Republic and Germany are balanced to some extent with a back load
probability of 0.84. In both directions, the
product category with the highest share
are parts and accessories for motor vehicles standing for more than 40% of total
cluster shipments.

Distance:
376 km / 1,098 km / 2,328 km
Time: 6 h / 18 h / 39 h
Infrastructure: +

Distance:
118 km / 1,086 km / 3,193 km
Time: 2 h / 18 h / 53 h
Infrastructure: +

DE - BE
Distance:
•l• / 773 km / 1,100 km
Time: •l• / 13 h / 18 h
Infrastructure: +

BE - NL
Distance:
•l• / 203 km / 545 km
Time: •l• / 3 h / 9 h
Infrastructure: +

Source: Fraunhofer SCS Research (values from 2013)
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415

1.27

Similar to all other industrial clusters, the
LTL tonnage flowing between Germany
and the United Kingdom deviate strongly,
resulting in a back load probability of only
0.47. This means that more than half of
transport capacity from the UK to Germany might remain unused. Automotive
parts are the most important subgroup.

Very similar to the remaining relations of
the cluster Other Industries, also the LTL
shipments from Sweden to Germany are
embossed by the automotive industry. So,
more than 80% of potential transports
on this trade lane arise from the product
category parts and accessories for motor
vehicles built in Germany.

328

191
2.11
0.47
404

176

2.15
0.47

The potential LTL flows from Germany
to Belgium represent 361 thousand tons
and a back load probability of about 83%,
resulting in a back load volume of 300
thousand tons. To Belgium, automotive
parts and paper / paperboards constitute
a significant part of shipments with a proportion of nearly 60%.

The potential transports from Belgium
to the Netherlands are predominated by
the product groups agricultural / forestry
machines and refined petroleum products,
covering more than half of the shipments.
The trade balance between these two
states is balanced quite well, reaching a
value of around 88%.
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377

302
1.20
0.83
361

354

0.88
1.13

313

Source: Fraunhofer SCS Research (values from 2013)

CLUSTER: OTHER INDUSTRIES
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5 COUNTRY AND
R
 EGIONAL PROFILES

In total, eleven regional profiles
were compiled for:

In the geographic profiles the logistics service
 roviders being active in the relevant country/ies are
p
analysed regarding both their international network
scope and their national or regional cluster network
density in order to systemize the competition in the
various regions. Moreover, the most important trading
partners for the respective countries or clusters are
considered regarding both the potential LTL flows and
the back load probabilities. The performance capability
of the respective regions is evaluated in consideration
of supply-related, economic and infrastructural criteria.
This comparison represents the framework conditions
provided by the regarded countries.

Germany
France
Poland
Italy
Spain plus Portugal
United Kingdom plus Ireland
Nordic: Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden
Benelux: Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg
Baltic: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
Central: Austria, Czech Republic, Switzerland
Southeast: Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Hungaria,
Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia

country and regIonaL profILes

country and regIonaL profILes

Germany_Logistics Performance

COUNTRY PROFILE:
GERMANY

PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY
Due to its distinct logistics network and the multiplicity of
operating logistics service providers in Germany, the density
of LTL locations as well as the domestic competition are well
established and achieve the highest score. According to the
World Bank Logistics Performance Index 2014, Germany
offers good conditions regarding usage of tracking & tracing
and existing infrastructure. Except toll costs, Germany scored
above average in each analysed category in comparison to
the rest of the surveyed countries. With average personnel
costs in transportation & storage of about € 30,400 per
year and employee, Germany occupies a middle ranking
in this category. Although Germany is the largest national
economy in Europe, the GDP per inhabitant only reaches a
value of € 33,300, which doesn’t represent a top position
within the ranking. With regard to all performance indicators,
Germany can be considered as a benchmark concerning its
Länderprofile
LTL capabilities for most of the remaining European countries.

DE
Average

GDP per
Inhabitant
5
4

Competition

Personnel
Costs

3
2
1
0

Network
Density

Toll /
Vignette

Infrastructure

Tracking &
Tracing

country and regIonaL profILes

country and regIonaL profILes

Germany_Import and Export Volumes per Cluster
Sources: World Bank: Logistics Performance Index 2014,
Eurostat statistics – Gross domestic product at market prices,
Eurostat statistics – Average personnel costs by NACE Rev. 2,
Fraunhofer SCS Research.

Trading Partners
TRADING PARTNERS

INBOUND AND OUTBOUND VOLUMES
Export Volumes per Cluster - Germany
(in thousand tons)
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Industrial Goods

4,738

2,111
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COUNTRY PROFILE: GERMANY
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2009

2010

Electronic Devices

2011

2012

2013

1,746

Other

1.02

1,396
1,827

to the outbound volume, the Food Industry represents the
second largest export market with more than 6.0 million
tons in 2013. The sector Electronic Devices has the lowest
inbound and outbound volumes for its high value products.
Considering the last six years, the results of the economic
crisis become apparent in decreasing total volumes in 2009.
This decline was followed by increasing volumes in 2010 and
2011 which flattened in 2012 and 2013. Due to its relevance
in everyday consumption the food sector mainly remained
untouched by the economic crisis.
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The total outbound volume of Germany is around 15%
higher than the import volume. Therefore, Germany has a
positive foreign trade balance regarding LTL flows of goods.
The most important trading partner for Germany are the
Netherlands in terms of both inbound and outbound flows.
The outbound volume to the Netherlands in total accounts
for around 21% comprising over 4.8 million tons. The share
of the inbound volume from the Netherlands reaches almost
a quarter of the total with more than 4.7 million tons. Therefore, the back load probability is relatively balanced with a
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Dachser
DB Schenker
Deutsche Post DHL
Kühne + Nagel (24plus, IDS)

DSV Road (IDS)
Panalpina Welttransport
Rhenus Freight Logistics (SA, SAE)

24plus Systemverkehre (Coop.)
CargoLine (Coop.)
System Alliance Europe (Coop.)

0.79

1,785

80

1,760

0.69

Source: Fraunhofer SCS methodology, basic data: Eurostat statistics – EU28 trade

The diagram above shows the development of potential LTL
flows of goods from and to Germany subdivided into the
five different industrial clusters analysed in this study. The
cluster General Industrial Goods shows both the highest
inbound and outbound rates with each about 35% of the
total amounts and in absolute terms approximately 6.9 million tons of imports and almost 8.3 million tons of exports.
This dominance is mainly connected to the strong presence
of the industrial sector in Germany. Also, the cluster Other
Industries, including i.a. textiles, shoes and supplier products
for the automotive industry, provides a relatively high import
volume of LTL freight with almost 5.7 million tons and a
share of 29% of the total inbound flows. When it comes

»Less-than-truckload« network competition portfolio
Country / Region: Germany

2,540

Source: Fraunhofer SCS (values from 2013)

0
2008

1.13

value of 0.98. High transit tonnages from the ports may
lead to an overestimation of the LTL potential because of
hinterland traffic that holds lower LTL shares. The threat
of empty runs is estimated quite low on this trade lane in
both directions. High volumes are also transported from and
to the French, Polish, Italian and Austrian markets. With a
back load probability of 0.4, transports from Germany to
the United Kingdom often comprise a high risk of empty
runs backwards.

COUNTRY PROFILE: GERMANY

Medium coverage

20,000

15,000

1,862

0.98

International network scope

25,000

20,000

4,811

Regional

25,000

Top 5 Trading Partners
Other Trading Partners

Pan-European

Country in focus
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LOGISTICS SERVICE PROVIDERS - LTL

Trading Partners

Import Volumes per Cluster - Germany
(in thousand tons)

DE

Ewals Cargo Care
Norbert Dentressangle

GEFCO
Hellmann Worldwide (CL, SA, SAE)

Emons Spedition (24plus)
Nagel Group (Food)

Raben Group (SA, SAE)

IDS Logistik (Coop.)
System Alliance GmbH (Coop.)

Palletways (Coop.)

Gebr. Weiss (SA, SAE)
Geis Group (24plus, IDS)
Gondrand International
Gruppo Arcese
Heppner (SAE)
Lagermax
Planzer Transport
Wim Bosman
Ziegler Group (24plus)

Single locations
and/or sales offices

Broad coverage /
Own network

Full coverage /
Own network

National/regional cluster network density
List of cooperations:

24plus = 24plus Systemverkehre

ASTRE = ASTRE Group

SAE = System Alliance Europe

CL = CargoLine

IDS = IDS Logistik

SA = System Alliance GmbH

alphabetical sorting in cells

29 logistics service providers represent the national competition in Germany in regard to established international LTL
networks. Full coverage of Germany with an own network
as well as a pan-European scope of the international network can be provided by Dachser, DB Schenker, Deutsche
Post DHL with its DHL Freight division in cooperation with
Unitrans, plus, although partner of a cooperation, Kühne
+ Nagel (in alphabetical order). Also, the cooperations like
24plus, Cargoline and System Alliance Europe can provide
a pan-European network from Germany. These cooperations play an important role in the national competition in
Germany, which is unique for Europe. There is no other
country or region, in which mid-sized companies play in the
same league as the large network companies mentioned
above. This results in the fact that, for shippers, the partner
company is the point of contact instead of the cooperation
itself. Some of the listed companies are part of cooperations

© Fraunhofer IIS

COUNTRY PROFILE: GERMANY

like Hellmann Worldwide (partner of System Alliance Europe)
or Geis (partner of IDS). In fact, most of the cooperations are
serious competitors in Germany, but playing a minor role on
the international stage compared to the network operators
like Dachser or DB Schenker. Thereunder are e.g. IDS Logistik
and System Alliance GmbH, two cooperations mainly active
in Germany, but able to offer pan-European transportation
as well. The portfolio also lists some food specialists like Nagel Group (mainly food transportation especially chilled and
frozen food) and Dachser (with its European Food Network
cooperation). Furthermore, Raben Group and Norbert Dentressangle among others can provide services in this segment
as well. Emons, with its dense network in Germany and its
medium coverage of Europe, plays a special role in this highly
concentrated German market, being still mostly independent
and only partly active in cooperations.
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Figure 6: Map of European LTL hubs and depots
(Source: Fraunhofer SCS database)
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view Logistics Performance

The evaluation of the performance
capability concerning LTL transportation
is illustrated as an overview in the following diagrams for all regarded countries and clusters and is also included
in the respective profiles.
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Figure 7: Overview of the performance capabilities for LTL transportation of the regarded countries and clusters
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6 »
 LESS-THAN-TRUCKLOAD‘S«
ELEVEN – TRENDS IN THE
LTL NETWORKS LOGISTICS
MARKET
There are various trends on the market for LTL services. To have an adequate structure for the following discussion, the relevant trends are combined with
the influencing areas of society, policy, economy and
innovation. These four areas reflect the main forces,
which are changing logistics in general, but especially
the focussed market segment.
Society: Mainly demographic changes, including
age, gender, culture, nationality, values etc.
 Policy: Mainly regulation and legislation, including EU,
federal state and communal law and regulation resp.
trade, consumer and environment protection etc.
Economy: Mainly competitive influences, including competition within the industry, new market
entries, substitution etc.
Innovation: Mainly new technologies and services, including vehicle technologies, warehouse
automation, information and telecommunication,
process design, value-added services etc.
Each trend has various influences, with each of them
arising from different changes in the four areas. To
understand the trends themselves and their impact on
the LTL market, the following discussion is structured
according to the four areas mentioned.

But first, the trends LTL service providers are
mainly influenced by, are listed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Natural catastrophes
Globalisation of logistics
Theft / other criminal aspects
International trade barriers (customs, border check)
State interventions like tolls or driving restrictions
Terrorism
Sustainability and green logistics
Lack of skilled workers
IT / new technologies
Price pressure
Increasing competition

Society

Natural catastrophes,
Globalisation of logistics, Theft,
International trade barriers,
State interventions, Terrorism,
Sustainability, Lack of skilled
workers, IT / new technologies,
Price pressure, Increasing
competition

Policy
Figure 8: Four areas driving eleven trends
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Economy

Innovation
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PRICE
P
 RESSURE

It is obvious, that logistics companies feel a strong negative
impact from the price pressure as the survey shows. The
following aspects are driving this trend towards an actual
higher pressure: To begin with, there seems to always be
a new competitor with even lower prices than before. Of
course, the truck is licenced in the country with the lowest
taxes and insurance costs and the driver comes from countries with high unemployment and low wages (especially
from Romania and Bulgaria) – sometimes also from different
countries than where the logistics company is registered.
Mostly, the shippers contact the national forwarder who
is organising the transport and deploying the truckers with
the best prize-performance-ratio. Truckers from high-income
states can hardly compete in this environment.

COMPETING WITH LOW-COST
COUNTRIES AND BEING TRAPPED
IN »TRANSPORTATION ONLY«

Price
Negative
1

Positive
2

3

4

5

6

7

This is driven by the shippers themselves, who are trying to
reduce costs continuously, especially those of the cost centre logistics and in the commodity transportation. The price
pressure is therefore influenced by the supply side, which
always finds ways to decrease their costs, and the demand
side, which forces the supply side to find these ways.

SURVEY RESULTS AND GEOGRAPHIC DIFFERENCES
A strong negative impact is mainly seen in high-income countries with high minimum wages as in central Europe. As transportation is a cross-border business, foreign companies can compete with lower prices because of advantages in the cost
structure. Especially in Germany with neighbouring countries such as the Czech Republic and Poland, logistics companies
are utilising personnel and trucks from low-cost countries as they are nearby. It is interesting that the price pressure seems
to have a lower negative impact in the Nordic region than in the rest of Europe.

EFFECTS ON THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL
The trend towards internationalisation takes place also regarding the employed resources. Trucks and drivers are from
different countries. Like in other industries (e.g. facility management, home care, gastronomy and hotel business), jobs
in transportation are continuously done by foreign workers,
which are satisfied with lower wages (except in countries
with minimum wages). This leads directly to the lack of
skilled workers in the more developed and wealthier
countries, as income and image are both low. The
deployment of foreign workers, also of those with
lack of language skills, will be the only way out to face
both trends (price pressure and lack of skilled workers). As
a consequence, the communication is more complicated.
Additional support from technologies and applications in the
truck and for preparation and post-processing of shipments
is one possibility to meet this challenge.

EFFECTS ON THE STRATEGIC LEVEL
Most of the forwarders are running their business with
sub-contractors. Firstly, they want to be more flexible,
secondly they want to deal with the price pressure. Discussions regarding precarious employment and dependence
without security are forcing logistics companies to adjust
and rethink their business model – also against the
background of the price pressure, as personnel costs
represent in general the largest share in their cost
structure. In many European countries, especially today
during times of economic crisis, the margin of logistics
companies in general and of LTL companies especially are
very low. These companies are trapped between low margins
and the fear of losing their customers. It can be assumed,
that a further consolidation will take place, which will adjust this heterogeneous market by reducing the number of
remaining companies.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOGISTICS COMPANIES
To stop the pressure on the prices especially from the shippers, LTL companies have to rethink their business model. »Transportation only« will be only one remaining possibility to succeed in this logistics segment. Low cost carriers from low cost
countries will dominate this business field. There are still many shippers, which only demand pure transportation without any
special requirements. The rest of the logistics providers have to enhance their business model with higher priced additional
services to get the margin to survive against the low cost competitors as »transportation plus« companies. See referring
chapter on the structure of the goods flows in LTL networks. Another possibility is to offer a pan-European high-quality
network for LTL shipments (also by joining a suitable cooperation). Here, economies of scale and reliability might convince
shippers to pay higher prices to be on the safe side.
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7 C
 ONCLUSIONS: FAQ’S ON
THE MARKET FOR EUROPEAN
LTL NETWORKS

To conclude in an informative way, the study is summarised as FAQs for:
1. Shipping companies (industry or trade) which might need a logistical partner in the area
of »less-than-truckload« networks or who want to gain an overview over networks and
international performance criteria (see full report)
2. Logistics service providers who run »less-than-truckload« networks or are partners of such
networks (see full report)
3. All other interested readers

3. QUESTIONS, WHICH MIGHT
BE ASKED BY ANY INTERESTED
READER OR MARKET OBSERVER
Q: Which country / region has the largest potential regarding growth of LTL shipments?
A: Between 2008 and 2013, the largest growth rates
regarding potential LTL outbound shipments can be
found in Poland with 32 %, Benelux with 27 % and
the Baltic states with a rate of plus 37 %. Referring to
inbound transports, the fastest-growing markets are
the Benelux countries (36 %), the Baltic region (19 %),
Germany (14 %) and Italy (14 %). As the timeline for
measuring this development begins before the economic crisis, the growth does not represent a recovery
process from the crisis, but real growth. A veritable
collapse can be noted in Iberian imports showing a
decline of more than 27 % during this period of time.
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Q: The study surveys five different industrial
clusters. Are there any regional differences in the
potential LTL tonnage per cluster?
A: The 20 top trade lanes per economic segment
often differ from each other. Regarding for example
the cluster Electronic Devices, some smaller Eastern
European countries like Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic or Slovakia show comparatively high shares in
export shipments.
Q: Which industrial cluster is the most important for the European LTL logistics market?
A: General Industrial Goods show the highest potential volume with more than 28 mil. tons in 2013. The
segment is followed by the Food Industry representing
a potential for cross-border intra-European shipments
of approximately 25 million tons. The lowest share in
total LTL flows in Europe can be found in the cluster
Electronic Devices with only 1.6 million tons estimated.
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Q: How do network operators handle low probability in back load?
A: Several possibilities exist, which differ from company, market, industry etc. If it is quite obvious that
only small volumes are dedicated for the way back,
logistics companies are able to bill both directions. If
the market with the low probability of back load is
high-priced, some try to underbid the common price
up to below own costs, as it is better to get volumes
in the end than driving back empty. Others have the
possibility to acquire volumes in other industries or
neighbouring markets. Mostly, all of these alternatives
are incorporated by this time.
Q: Have there been surprising developments in
the competition?
A: To some extent, some new companies like Bring
(subsidiary of PostNorge) have been identified. The
liquidation of French Mory is a negative effect of the
high competition. A positive development is shown by
e.g. Rhenus or Raben regarding the expansion of their
network within Europe. But in total, the well-known
players are leading the company list.

Q: Which are the main trends, the market for
international LTL services have to face?
A: Currently and midterm, sustainability, IT and innovations, price competition and state interventions
as well as already the lack of skilled workers are mainly
driving the market and its players.
Q: Will there be more information on this market segment?
A: We hope this study will turn out to be a starting
point for further detailed assessments with partners.
Of course, this list of questions should not be considered complete. There are many more questions like
these, which could help describe the market and we
look forward to discuss some more of these in forthcoming discussions on that topic with our readers.

Q: How can the competition be described?
A: In general, there is still a tough price competition on the international level. Especially on the
»highways« e.g. between the industrial hot spots in
Germany, Poland, France and Italy, the service is available and reliable for low prices, also driven by low cost
carriers. On specific routes and for some industry clusters, the requirements prevent a sole price competition
as higher quality, specific knowhow etc. are needed.
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